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Let’s start with a discussion of graduate 
student attributes

With your neighbor identify 
attributes/characteristics of successful  
graduate students in your graduate program or 
group.
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Let’s start with a discussion of graduate 
student attributes

With your neighbor identify 
attributes/characteristics of unsuccessful 
graduate students in your graduate program or 
group.
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With your neighbor think about your 
program/group’s admission review process

What applicant information is the basis of your 
current admission review?
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With your neighbor think about your 
program/group’s admission review process

Does your current admissions review match 
successful graduate student attributes? 
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What is Holistic Review? 7

Holistic Review or “whole file” review is a process that 
considers a broad range of characteristics, including both 
quantitative and behavioral attributes, when reviewing 
applications for admission.

• Benefit – A better method to conduct admissions process and admit 
students who will be successful in your program based on criteria for 
success

• Outcomes – Equitable and inclusive graduate admissions for all 
applicants. Admission of talented, competitive, diverse graduate 
students that may have been overlooked using previous review 
methods.

Kent, J.D. and McCarthy, M.T. (2016) Holistic Review in Graduate Admissions: A Report from the Council of Graduate Schools.  Washington, 
DC: Council of Graduate Schools.



Holistic Review Facts & Myths
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Facts
• Holistic review provides a clear, consistent and efficient 

process for faculty to follow.

• Holistic review matches successful graduate attributes 
with selection criteria.

• Holistic review creates equitable and inclusive admissions 
processes.

• Holistic review often results in a more diverse cohort.



Holistic Review Facts & Myths
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Myths
• Holistic review takes longer than traditional review methods.

• Holistic review lowers academic standards of admitted students.

• Holistic review includes race and ethnicity in admission 
consideration.

• Holistic review  is less effective than traditional evaluative 
measures, such as GRE scores.



The GRE: What does it measure, and is 
that measurement reliable?
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The GRE measures general skills: reading and text analysis, 
arithmetic and algebra, writing using supporting examples, etc.

Numerous studies of GRE validity, mostly focused on:
• Consistency (e.g. same student re-taking the test)

• Accuracy (for the skill being measured)

Very few studies address the most important attributes of 
successful graduate students, or direct measures of successful 
graduate student outcomes.



Using the GRE to simplify complex decisions 
about admitting an applicant or cohort is 
susceptible to several sources of bias
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Tversky, A., & Kahneman, D. (1974). Judgement under uncertainty: Heuristics and biases. Science, 185(4157), 1124–1131.

Interpretation of GRE scores require heuristics 
that Tversky and Kahneman say are “quite 
useful, but sometimes they lead to severe and 
systematic errors”:
• Representativeness
• Availability
• Anchoring and Adjustment

http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/teaching/Tversky_Kahneman_1974.pdf


High cut-off values reduce opportunities for 
applicants from diverse backgrounds. 
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C. Miller and K. Stassun A test that fails. Nature 510, 303–304 (12 June 2014)

QP 70 %

A requirement that applicants 
exceed a certain threshold 
(e.g. top 30% of test    takers in 
Quantitative)
removes a high share of URM 
applicants from consideration
(e.g. ~70% of Latinx, >75% of 
Afr-Am in physical sciences, 
compared to ~40% Asian-am, 
50% White).

QP 60 %

Approx. Std Error 
of Measurement

https://www.rackham.umich.edu/downloads/nj7504-303a.pdf


Simple correlations of campus GRE scores are 
surprisingly low.
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GRE distributions almost identical for PhD 
completers, non-completers

Students who go on probation and/or DQ within 3 
years have higher GRE scores
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UC Davis GRE Correlations GRE Verbal GRE Quant GRE Writing

GRE Verbal
GRE Quantitative 0.15

GRE Writing 0.35 0.50
GPA after 3 quarters 0.19 -0.02 0.13

Credit Hours after 3 qtrs 0.01 0.00 0.02

Retained after 3 quarters 0.01 0.01 0.01

TTD master's 0.09 -0.09 -0.12

Master's degree <3 years -0.05 0.03 -0.02

TTD doctoral 0.16 -0.10 -0.04

Doctoral cand. <3 years -0.11 0.07 0.07

Doctoral degree <6 years -0.10 0.07 0.03

Doctoral degree <8 years -0.02 0.05 0.03

Probation/DQ <3 years -0.06 0.01 -0.07



If you plan to use the GRE…
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1. Familiarize yourself with the GRE Guide to the Use of Scores.

2. Avoid using GRE scores as a first sort (anchoring).

3. Use GRE scores to confirm or prompt reevaluation of 
impressions gained from richer sources.

4. Do not set cut-offs.

Also: 
Program degree requirements usually state whether the GRE is 
required in section 1) Admissions requirements

https://www.ets.org/s/gre/pdf/gre_guide.pdf


Holistic Review : Use a Rubric 16

• Rubric or evaluative template

• Provides equitable evaluation of all applicants

• Evaluation is consistent across reviewers

• Faculty discussion focuses on successful applicant 
attributes or desirable attributes

• Saves faculty time using a common tool



Develop your evaluative rubric for broad skills or 
key materials

17

• Identify successful graduate student attributes.

• Decide on elements to evaluate, e.g. coursework, SOP, 
PHDS, writing sample, resume/cv.

• Determine how to score and meaning of each score.

• Use a few past examples to “norm” between reviewers.

• Share common definitions, e.g. first generation, pipeline or 
grad school prep programs.



Holistic Review – Application Content 18

• Consider many forms of information about each applicant 
located in different places within the Slate application 
system:

• Pipeline and graduate school preparation programs

• Prior family access to education and first-generation 

college/graduate students

• Active military/veterans

• Résumé/CV

• Consider the order in which content is reviewed



Holistic Review – Application Content 19



Holistic Review – Application Content 20



Holistic Review – Application Content 21



You can achieve diversity in a Prop 209 environment. 22

Cannot use ability, race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual orientation, 
citizenship, etc. as the basis for admission decisions.

Can use other factors to make admission decisions , for example:
• First generation to receive a bachelor’s degree

• Service to underserved communities

• Potential for leadership in the field or experience living or working among 
diverse communities

• Contribution to higher education through their understanding of the 
barriers facing women, minorities and members of other groups 
underrepresented in higher educations, as evidenced by life experiences 
and educational background.



Incorporate holistic review guidelines that 
apply to your program.
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• Consider all information within the file, particularly in the first 
round of review

• Emphasize potential as much as achievements

• Contextualize information about applicant achievements in light 
of access and opportunity (e.g. “distance traveled” from start to 
college)

• Acknowledge the value of diversity for one’s specific context, 
the types of diversity to seek, and how to recognize it ( e.g. 
UCOP PPFP selection criteria)



Incorporate holistic review guidelines that 
apply to your program.
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• Recognize and discuss how reviewers will manage 
subjectivity in graduate admissions review

• Include systematic evaluation of behavioral attributes (e.g. 
leadership, persistence, resilience, preference for long 
term goals, strong network of support)

• Minimize reliance on undergraduate institutional prestige

• Deemphasize or eliminate GRE scores



Include basic graduate admissions preparation. 25

• Establish graduate program/group admissions 
process for 2018.

• Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 
https://registrar.ucdavis.edu/faculty -staff/privacy

• Implicit bias, https://equity.ucla.edu/know/implicit -
bias/

https://registrar.ucdavis.edu/faculty-staff/privacy


Holistic Review Takeaways - Part I 26

• Knowledge, development and preparation are keys to 
successful review.

• Holistic review is equitable and inclusive resulting in a 
more diverse cohort.

• You can align success attributes w/selection criteria.

• Holistic Review involves contextualizing preparation 
and potential for success.



Holistic Review Takeaways - Part 2 27

• A diverse graduate cohort can be achieved by valuing 
contributions to diversity.

• Developing a rubric is worth the time, saving time 
later for self and colleagues.

• GRE scores are not predictive of program success.
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Q & A
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